A one-dimensional hybrid analytical-numerical global model of atmospheric pressure radio-frequency (rf) driven capacitive discharges, previously developed, is compared with a basic global model. A helium feed gas with small admixtures of oxygen is studied. For the hybrid model, the electrical characteristics are calculated analytically as a current-driven homogeneous discharge. The electron power balance is solved analytically to determine a time-varying Maxwellian electron temperature, which oscillates on the rf timescale. Averaging over the rf period yields effective rate coefficients for gas phase activated processes. For the basic global model, the electron temperature is constant in time and the sheath physics is neglected. For both models, the particle balance relations for all species are integrated numerically to determine the equilibrium discharge parameters. Variations of discharge parameters with composition and rf power are determined and compared. The rate coefficients for electron-activated processes are strongly temperature dependent, leading to significantly larger neutral and charged particle densities for the hybrid model. For small devices, finite sheath widths limit the operating regimes to low O 2 fractions. This is captured by the hybrid model but cannot be predicted from the basic global model.
Introduction
Atmospheric pressure radio-frequency (rf) micro-discharges have been extensively studied, due to emerging applications, particularly in medical and related areas. Because of their small size, diagnostics are difficult, leading to numerical modelling. Since many species and reactions are involved in chemically active plasmas, various averages over space and time are required, leading to the use of global models to study low-pressure chemically active plasmas [1] . Alternatively, spatial variation can be considered in a one-dimensional fluid model, but the added complexity makes the numerics much slower, so limiting the parameter space explored. We reference a few recent papers, either solving the time-and space-varying fluid equations [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] or using global models [9] [10] [11] , including also a few experimental papers [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , and a review of the modelling and experiments [17] .
To improve the accuracy of global models, we previously incorporated time-and space-varying electron heating into a hybrid analytical-numerical model [18] , leading to transiently varying electron temperature on the rf timescale, which correspond more closely to ion and radical rates found from fluid solutions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The sheath widths, which have an important effect in small-dimensional atmospheric plasmas, are also captured in the hybrid model. We compared our results with fluid calculations [7, 8] in He/0.1%N 2 and He/0.5%O 2 discharges over a power range P = 0.3-3.3 W cm −2 , having a discharge length l = 1 mm with a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz. Comparisons with neutral and charged particle species, and their reaction rates, mainly agreed within a factor of 2. The assumption in the hybrid model of an electron cloud of uniform density over a distance d = l − 2s, wheres is the calculated average sheath width, also agreed quite well with the fluid results.
The hybrid model, as in basic global models, obtains results in a few seconds of real-time computation. Thus it is possible to explore large parameter spaces. Although limitations on the parameter range for fluid models are much reduced for global models, previous global models have mostly been used to explore a wide range of mixtures, at a single power, and a single gap spacing of 1 mm at a single frequency of 13.56 MHz. It is relatively easy to vary all of those parameters in comparing a hybrid model with a basic global model, which we do in this paper. Our primary purpose is to determine the increase in the charged particle and radical densities due to the temperature oscillations and the limitations in the operating regimes due to sheath effects in the more accurate hybrid modelling.
In section 2 a summary of the hybrid model developed in [18] is given to demonstrate the enhanced reaction rates due to the oscillating T e . Calculations at the higher O 2 percentages also show the importance of the sheath width, and its relation to the operating frequency, in limiting the oxygen fraction for narrow gap devices. The sheath width is calculated as a function of oxygen fraction with frequency as a parameter, showing that for a 1 mm gap and an applied frequency of 13.56 MHz, operation of a He/O 2 discharge is limited to 1% O 2 . In [12] , Knake et al found experimentally that the maximum O 2 fraction was about 1.5%, in fairly good agreement with the prediction of this paper. The discharge chemistry and the particle balance are described in section 3. The reaction set from the previous work is modified to include reactions involving O + 4 , which become increasingly significant for an O 2 fraction above 0.5%. In section 4 the results from the hybrid model are compared with the results from the basic global model, varying power at a fixed percentage of O 2 and varying the percentage of O 2 at a fixed power. Because of the limitation on the discharge operation at 13.56 MHz for oxygen above 1%, we also give results at f = 27.12 MHz. In section 4 we also explore the effects of varying electrode spacing and investigate the dependence of discharge parameters on the driving frequency. We restrict the calculations to the lower power regime (P 4 W cm −2 ) for which the ionization takes place mainly in the oscillating bulk electron density, i.e. not including electron multiplication in the sheath.
Model formulation

Global model
As done in classical global models, we assume that the electron temperature T e is uniform in space and does not vary during the rf cycle. The electron density n e is uniform and independent of time such that the electron energy balance is dT e dt = 2 3
where T e is the electron temperature in volts, ν is the electronneutral elastic collision frequency, m and M are the electron and neutral helium masses, ν j are the inelastic collision frequencies, E j are the inelastic energy losses in volts per collision, and P c is the time-average electron power per unit volume injected into the discharge. This equation is integrated along with the particle balance equations until a steady state is reached.
Hybrid model
The hybrid model calculates the instantaneous power dissipation during the rf cycle, with a main result being that the electron temperature oscillates in time. The model, developed in [18] and briefly summarized below, also allows one to distinguish between power absorbed by electrons (heating) and power absorbed by ions. A second important result is the calculation of the sheath size.
Summary of the model.
A symmetric, homogeneous model is used to describe the dynamics of a high-pressure discharge on the rf timescale [1, 19, 20] . By high pressure we mean ν ω where ω is the radian rf frequency. A sinusoidal rf current density J (t) = Re J e jωt , withJ the complex amplitude (a complex number), flows through the discharge gap from x = 0 to x = l. The net heavy-particle positive charge density is assumed to be uniform and constant, ρ 0 = en e , everywhere within the gap. For electronegative (EN) discharges this is the difference between the positive and negative ion densities in the core. An electron cloud of uniform density n e and fixed width d < l oscillates within the gap in response to the rf excitation, leading to the appearance of oscillating rf sheath regions near each electrode. The complex amplitude of the current density flowing in the bulk plasma (oscillating electron cloud) is the sum of conduction and displacement components,J =J c +J d , whereJ c = (κ−1)J /κ andJ d =J /κ = jω 0 E b . Here 0 is the free space permittivity, E b is the bulk electric field complex amplitude, and
is the complex plasma dielectric constant, having real and imaginary parts κ R and κ I , with ω p = (e 2 n e / 0 m) 1/2 the electron plasma frequency. The electron sheath width near each electrode oscillates from x = 0 to x = 2|s|, wheres is the complex amplitude. The two sheaths oscillate 180
• out-ofphase, leading to a rigid oscillation of the electron cloud, with a bulk width d = l − 2|s|.
This leads to a time-varying ohmic electron power density
where θ is the phase angle betweenJ c and E b , and
The sheath oscillation amplitude is found to bẽ
with |s| =s the time-average sheath width.
In the hybrid model, the electron temperature T e is uniform in the bulk plasma and oscillates in time [21, section 6.3] , and the electron density n e is uniform and independent of time. Then the electron energy balance is as in (1) , except that P c is a function of time given by (3) . To incorporate the inelastic energy losses into the model, a correction factor ζ to ν was introduced into (1)
The solution for T e was obtained as
where
The temperature oscillates between the minimum value T emin = T e − | T e | and the maximum value T emax = T e + | T e | at twice the rf frequency. The time-average energy balance is
The rate coefficients for electron-activated processes with high activation energies E a are strongly affected by the oscillating electron temperature. Expressing the Maxwellian rate coefficients in the form K = K 0 exp(−E a /T e ), where the pre-exponential factor K 0 is a weak function of T e , then the mean rate coefficient was determined by averaging over the oscillating temperature, with K 0 set to its maximum value, to be
where erfc is the complementary error function. There is ion power loss in capacitive discharges, in addition to electron power loss, which was also determined in the model by integratingJ + · E for the ions over the sheath regions.
Sheath width.
Finite sheath widths significantly limit operating regimes in atmospheric pressure discharges, as described below. Combining the time-average power balance (8) and the magnitudes = |s| of the oscillating sheath width from (5), the electron density n e can be eliminated to obtain the following result
where u Bg = (eT e /M) 1/2 , andζ is the rf-time-average energy loss factor. Over the range of interest at atmospheric pressures (ν ω), we have
which yields the simple result for the sheath width, independent of the electron density, power, and current, A required condition to have an equilibrium solution iss < l/2. The quantityζ − 1 is the ratio of the electron losses due to inelastic processes, which principally arise from the O 2 fraction, to the losses due to the elastic scattering, which principally arise from the He, withζ usually significantly greater than 1. Since T e is not strongly varying, u Bg is relatively constant, as are the T e variations ofζ . Thus the principal variation ofζ − 1, and consequently of ωs, is the O 2 fraction. We illustrate this for the full chemistry discussed in the following section in figure 1 , using an electrode separation of l = 1 mm with a range of driving frequencies. For the two higher frequencies the linear relationship is quite good. For the two lower frequencies endpoints are reached when the O 2 fractions are such thats approaches l/2, in which case there are some significant T e variations. The deviation from the linear relation is particularly evident for 13.56 MHz near its endpoint. For l = 1 mm and f = 13.56 MHz the limiting O 2 fraction is near 1%, such that from (12) a heuristic formula for the limit versus these parameters, obtained by fitting a straight line to the data, is
Particle balance and discharge chemistry
To determine the discharge equilibrium in both the hybrid and the basic global models, the particle balance relations are integrated numerically for all the species taken into account in the model
where n α is the density of species α. G α and L α are, respectively, the total creation rate and the total loss rate of species α, summed over all relevant reactions. For the hybrid model the rate coefficients are calculated analytically by averaging over the oscillating period of the electron temperature, as described in section 2. The quantities T e , K, s andζ , defined in section 2, are updated on every timestep during the numerical integration. [25] In 
ion (R1)-(R17).
All other electron reactions and rate coefficients were taken from our previous paper [18] . The remaining reactions and the corresponding rate coefficients have been taken from [8] ). For all neutral species, the diffusion losses are found to be small compared with the volume losses. However, the mobility-driven positive ion surface losses are comparable to, and can even exceed, the volume losses. In contrast to the hybrid model, we do not consider mobility-driven positive ion surface losses in the basic global model, because there is no electric field calculation in this model. Therefore, we use the following expression for the flux at each wall:
where n + is the positive ion density andv
is the mean positive ion thermal speed. To determine the effect of this difference between mobility-limited ion losses and the losses described by (15), we also used (15) Much of the complexity of the He/O 2 discharge comes from its electronegativity, i.e. the addition of various negative ion species. In addition to significantly increasing the number of reactions to be considered, there are also important structural changes in the plasma. With electronegativity α = n − /n e > 1 over much of the power range, there is significant decoupling of the positive ion and the electron density. The negative ions are strongly confined by the edge electric fields that are required to confine the more energetic electrons. This also leads to a drop in the positive ion density from the centre to the plasma edge. We model the negative ions in the hybrid model as existing over a width d = l − 2s, rather than over the entire discharge width l, and this factor is used in calculating the recombination rate of positive and negative ions.
Comparison of the hybrid model results with the basic global model
Power and O 2 fraction
Following previous work we first take an O 2 fraction of 0.5% and vary the power. For the hybrid model, the average electron temperature and sheath width are found to be relatively constant over the power range explored: T e ≈ 1.65 V and s ≈ 0.3 mm. The electron temperature is almost fully modulated, with a maximum T emax ≈ 3.3 V. The discharge voltage and current density increase from 223 V and 172 A m −2 at P = 0.2 W cm −2 to 618 V and 680 A m −2 at P = 4 W cm −2 , respectively. One-third of the electron energy losses are due to electron-He elastic scattering, with the remainder due to inelastic electron scattering processes. For the basic global model the electron temperature is also fairly constant with power at a higher value of T e = 2.5 V, and, of course, is not modulated. The higher average value for unmodulated temperature is due to nonlinear effects, i.e. the higher temperature parts of the modulated T e (t) are more important in establishing the activated rate coefficients and thus the equilibrium.
In figure 2 , for the case previously studied with f = 13.56 MHz and l = 1 mm, with O 2 fraction of 0.5%, we plot the average densities (averaged over the entire discharge gap l) of the main species versus power. The power range 0.2-4 W cm −2 , as discussed in our previous paper [18] , is chosen to be sufficiently low that multiplication in the sheath is not expected to be a dominant effect. For comparison with the basic global model we display the results with the abscissae giving only electron power P e , since the basic global model does not include sheaths and therefore does not include ion power. Note that in the hybrid model at P = 2 W cm −2 the electron power is P e = 1.7 W cm −2 . We use log-log scales, to accommodate the many orders of magnitude involved and to expose the scalings with power. Note the different range of the scales for the neutral species in figure 2(a) We see that for essentially all species, both neutral and charged, the hybrid model gives density values above those of the basic global model, at any given electron power. This is due to the strongly nonlinear T e dependence of the collisional energy loss per electron-ion pair produced E c (T e ), such that E c is large at low T e and falls to 1-2 E iz at high T e . Since E c is defined by how much energy it takes to create an electronion pair, and since most pairs are created at the highest values of the ionization rate coefficient (highest value of T e ), which corresponds to the hybrid model, it then follows that the E c (T e ) in the global model is larger than E c (T e (t)) in the hybrid model, leading to a larger hybrid electron density at fixed power. The production rates of the heavy species typically increase with increasing electron density, leading to larger hybrid densities in general. However, these rate coefficients also strongly depend on T e , such that greater density differences are seen for species having high activation energies (typically positive ions and He * metastable) than for reactive oxygen species and negative ions, which have low activation energies.
The densities of O 3 and O are three to four orders of magnitude higher than the excited states and charged species for both the hybrid and the basic global models. For these dominant reactive species the difference between the two models is relatively small, generally less than 50%. The difference for the charged particle species is considerably greater, with the electron density ratio varying from a factor of 4 at P e = 0.2 W cm −2 to a factor of 2.5 at P e = 1.7 W cm −2 . Both slopes are nearly power laws, n e ∝ P x e , with x = 0.92 for the hybrid model and x = 1.1 for the basic global model, close to an expected simple scaling x = 1. Although the higher electron density for the hybrid model is a strong driving force for the higher densities of the other charged species, there are complicated interactions among species, as can be seen by the O 3 behaviour. While reactive neutral species densities generally increase with increasing power, this is not true for n O 3 , which decreases with power in the hybrid model. This result can be explained from the ozone balance equation. Ozone is mainly produced by the three-body reaction O + O 2 + He → O 3 + He ((R50) in [7] ) and is mainly destroyed by the reaction O *
increases more rapidly with power than n O , the result is a decrease in n O 3 . This also results in a decrease in n O − 3 at high power, seen in figure 2(c) . Note that the global model shows different trends at lower power; n O 3 increases with P e . In figure 2(d) the electronegativity is seen to decrease with P e , roughly inversely to the increase in the electron density since the sum of the negative ions remains fairly constant, for both the hybrid and the basic global models.
In figure 3 we compare the densities of the neutral species, the positive ion species, and the negative ion species, respectively, for the two models as a function of the O 2 fraction, with the electron power held constant at P e = 2 W cm The scalings are similar to those found in other global models, but here, as described by (12) and (13), the two sheaths fill the 1 mm gap and extinguish the plasma in the hybrid model at %O 2 ≈ 0.8, and we have terminated the calculations in the figures whens = 0.85l/2, just before the calculation fails. The basic global model does not account for the sheaths and so it can continue to erroneously compute densities at higher O 2 fractions.
Frequency and gap width
To observe the higher range of O 2 fractions, not available at f = 13.56 MHz and l = 1 mm, we can either increase the frequency or increase the gap width. We first explore a factor of 2 increase in frequency. The results for f = 27.12 MHz are given in figure 4 , up to an O 2 fraction of 5% where the discharge extinguishes for the hybrid model. We see by comparing figure 3 with figure 4 that the allowed fraction of O 2 has increased by somewhat more than the expected factor of 4. The comparisons of the hybrid and basic global models for these higher O 2 fractions continue the expected relationships between them. At the higher O 2 fractions the increase of O 3 , with accompanying increase in O − 3 , is found, together with a higher value of O + 4 , which, as noted above, becomes the dominant positive ion above 1% O 2 . All other reactive neutral and charged particle species decrease, as already seen from other published global model results. The reason that the O 2 fraction at f = 27.12 MHz extends somewhat further than the factor of 4 from 13.56 MHz, as given by the simplest scaling from (13) , can be qualitatively understood as due to a somewhat lower electron temperature at f = 27.12 MHz.
In figure 5 the results of the reactive neutral and the charged particle densities are presented, for the hybrid model at P e = 4 W cm −2 , 0.5% O 2 and a 1 mm gap, over a range of frequencies from 13.56 to 135.6 MHz. We find that a large change occurs over the first factor of 2, corresponding to a large change in d/ l which varies from 0.325 to 0.725 between 13.56 and 27.12 MHz. It should also be noted that the increase in density observed from 13.56 to 27.12 MHz would be larger if the data were plotted against the total power instead of the electron power. This is because the power dissipated by ions in the sheath is considerable at 13.56 MHz and becomes negligible at 27.12 MHz and above. The slow fall of the main charged particle densities at the higher frequencies is due to the decrease in the oscillation amplitude of T e over an rf period, as | T e |/T e scales as (4ω 2 /ν 2 + 1) −1/2 , and thus decreases as ω increases (see (7) and related equations). The basic global model results, independent of frequency, are also plotted for absolute density comparison.
Atmospheric pressure discharges are run with gap sizes typically ranging from 1 to 2 mm [13, 14, 16] . Figure 6 shows the hybrid densities versus electron power per unit volume, P e /l, for a base case of f = 13.56 MHz and 0.5% O 2 , for 1 mm (solid lines) and 2 mm (dashed lines) gaps. As can be seen in figure 6(a) , the reactive oxygen species densities are the same for the same P e /l. The main positive ion species densities O + 2 and O + 4 are also the same ( figure 6(b) ). The negative ion densities are somewhat lower for 1 mm compared with 2 mm gaps ( figure 6(c) ), due to the somewhat higher positive-negative ion recombination rate, which scales in the hybrid model as K rec0 /(1 − 2s/ l). The electron density also is somewhat smaller for 1 mm gaps, giving essentially the same electronegativities for the two cases, at the same power per unit volume.
Conclusions and further discussion
A hybrid analytical-numerical global model for a plasma consisting of an rf-driven atmospheric pressure helium discharge with trace amounts of a more active gas has been previously developed [18] . In the model, the time-varying fields and electron temperature are calculated analytically, and are then used self-consistently in a global numerical model of the discharge chemistry. The reaction rates of electrons with the various species do not require supplementary kinetic calculations of distribution functions if Maxwellian rate coefficients are available. The combination of analytic calculation of the time-varying discharge dynamics and the electron temperature, along with the numerical calculation of the discharge chemistry, allows for fast solutions of the coupled equations to determine the discharge equilibrium. This allows treatment of a wide range of powers and chemical compositions, as well as the ability to vary other parameters such as discharge dimensions and rf driving frequency, as has been done in other global models. There are two important ways in which the hybrid and basic global models differ: (i) the hybrid model has time varying T e , leading to higher densities of the species produced by reactions with T esensitive rates than in the basic model; and (ii) the hybrid model explicitly calculates the sheath width, such that the discharge extinguishes when 2s l, while the basic model does not recognize this limitation. Both these differences have been found in the comparisons. In addition, since the basic model does not include sheaths, the energy balance is missing the terms giving sheath energy losses, which is mainly ion loss. These sheath losses are usually not very significant. For gap sizes of 1-2 mm, the frequency scalings are dominated by the sheath-width/gap-size (s/ l) variations in the low frequency range, with the sheath widths determined by (12) . In the high-frequency range, the scalings result from the decreasing oscillating component | T e | of the electron temperature, with | T e |/T e ≈ν /ω at high frequencies (ω ν ). The scalings for various gap sizes are relatively straightforward, with essentially the same densities of reactive oxygen species at the same average electron power per unit volume.
Although not part of our comparisons in this paper, it is possible to include various spatial variations within a global model, as has been done for low-pressure plasmas [1] . For example, if the flux to the wall of any neutral species is important, the diffusion to the walls can explicitly include the diffusion profiles within various approximations of the volume source and loss terms. For situations in which the sheath widths are comparable to the bulk width, the variation of the average electron density in the sheaths can also be incorporated [20] .
At high powers the electric field in the sheath can be large enough to produce avalanche-like multiplication of secondary electrons created either by ion-impact secondary emission from the electrodes or by metastable electron-ion pair production within the sheaths. These processes can produce breakdown of the sheaths, resulting in a reduced sheath width compared with the homogeneous model. However, because the energy relaxation length is short compared with the discharge gap, the main body of the discharge remains in a volume-ionization or α-mode [19] . Neither our hybrid model nor the usual basic global models consider sheath breakdown phenomena, thus limiting their applicability to the lower power range.
